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The 4  Amendment of the United States Constitution forbids illegalth

searches by government officials

School Districts = Governmental Entities;

Public School Employees = Government Officials;

The 4  Amendment protects students — New Jersey v. T.L.O.th

Title 42 U.S.C. §1983 creates a civil claim for compensatory damages

punitive damages and attorney’s fees against both school districts and

individual school officials.

QUALIFIED IMMUNITY FROM CIVIL LIABILITY

Individual school employees who carry out executive or administrative functions are

immune from civil liability so long as their actions do not violate clearly established federal

statutory or constitutional rights of which a reasonable person should have known.  Goleta

Union Elem. Sch. Dist. v. Ordway.; Saucier v. Katz.

This means principals and deans are not necessary protected from personal liability

for inadvertently conducting an illegal search 

REASONABLENESS AND BALANCING COMPETING INTERESTS

Whether an intrusion on legally protected privacy interest is legally permissible

depends on the weight of the factors involved in balancing an individual student’s privacy

rights against the school’s interest in maintaining order and discipline in the school and the

security and safety of the student body.

A proper educational environment requires close supervision as well as enforcement

of the rules of conduct.
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Reasonableness is the watch word.  A search must be reasonable at its inception and

also in its scope.

WHAT IS A SEARCH?

A search is any intrusion, however  brief or cursory, into a “protected privacy interest”

such as peeking, poking, or prying into places which are shielded from public view. 

Examples include:

< Feeling a student’s clothing or pockets; 

< Looking inside a student’s  backpack, purse, pockets or assigned locker;

< Directing a student to empty his or her pockets or backpack; 

< Entering into an automobile in the student parking area;

< Reading the material in a students diary, journal, letters; 

< Reviewing  or downloading the data in a student’s cell phone,  MP3, PDA or

pocket PC;

< Monitoring on line student communications; 

< Using surveillance equipment which can capture or intercept  a private

conversation; and

< Random urinalyses testing, drug dog sniffs other than in airports or use of a

metal detector.

Mass administrative searches are conducted without individualize suspicion

< Narcotics Canine Sweeps (other than the exterior surface of luggage at

Airports);

< Random Urinalysis testing or other drug and alcohol testing; 

< The use of metal detectors;

< Locker Inspection Programs;

< Point of Entry/Exit inspections. 

WHAT IS NOT A SEARCH?

< Merely watching students while they are in class or in a hallway; 

< Using a video camera to visually monitor public places on school grounds such

as sidewalks and hallway;

< Looking through the transparent window of a parked automobile, (without

opening a door or reaching into the vehicle.)
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< Use of trained dogs to detect narcotics by sniffing the exterior surface of a suit

case in a public airport.  U.S. v. Place.

CONSENT SEARCHES

< Students may waive their 4  Amendment rights and consent to search or his orth

her belongings that might otherwise have been illegal.

< The consent, however, must be “informed” and “voluntary.” 

< Proving that the consent given by a student is informed and voluntary can be

problematic.

WHEN MAY A SCHOOL OFFICIAL INITIATE A SUSPICION BASED SEARCH? 

< A search must be reasonable at its inception.  This means that the school official

must have a reasonably grounded suspicion that:

(1) The law (Education Code section 48900 et al.) or other  school rule has

been broken;

(2) The student perpetrator committed the violation; 

(3) The violation is the kind for which there may be physical evidence 

(contraband, spoils of an offense, instrumentality used to commit the

violation.)

(4) The sought after evidence would be found in a particular place associated 

with the student perpetrator.

WHAT IS A REASONABLY GROUNDED SUSPICION?

< It is more than a hunch.

< Fishing expeditions are not allowed.

< The factual bases of the suspicion should be capable of being articulated.

< Make common sense factual determinations based on the available evidence.

< Consider the reliability of the information provider.  Consider his or her

reputation for  veracity  and whether her or she has a motive to fabricate.

< Second hand information can be reliable.

< Is the information current or stale?

< If the factual bases is weak, conduct further investigation and corroborate before 

 searching or further searching the student. 
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< If the factual bases for initiating a search needs to be bolstered, the conduct

additional interrogation of the perpetrator and other or perform surveillance. 

< If the underlying misconduct presents an imminent and genuine threat of serious

physical  harm, then less bolstering and corroboration is required that may

otherwise be.

WHAT ITEMS OR PLACES MAY BE SEARCHED?

< The search must be reasonable in it scope, duration and intensity.  This means:

� There must be a logical and reasonable connection between the items or

places to be searched and what is expected to be found there. 

� The search may not be excessively intrusive in light of the age and sex of

the student and also the nature of the misconduct.

� A physical search of a student is the most serious and risky form of 4th

Amendment privacy intrusion.

CALIFORNIA EDUCATION CODE SECTION 49050 PROHIBITS STRIP SEARCHES

< School officials are prohibited from removing or arranging clothing to permit

inspection of undergarments, breasts, buttocks or genitalia.

< School officials are prohibited from conducting body cavity searches as well.

< Searches should be conducted in a private setting and away from other

students.

< Try to avoid physically touching the student during the search.

< Try to avoid using physical force.

< Conduct a pat down before reaching into a pocket.

< If the object of the search is metallic use a hand held metal detector to identify

the exact   location.

< Avoid reading diaries, journals, appointment calendars, telephone data bases

unless there is good reason to suspect that such materials are a violation of

school rules.

- Balancing Tip:  Minimize the intrusiveness of the search to the greatest

extent possible.

ADDITIONAL POINTERS  WHEN CONDUCTING A SEARCH 

< A second school official should be present to serve as a witness.
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< The perpetrator should be present to facilitate prompt follow up investigation.

NARCOTICS DETECTION CANINES—LOCKERS AND PARKED AUTOMOBILES

A canine sniff of a student locker or student automobile is probably only a minimally

intrusive act.  See, U.S. v. Place.   Non-contraband items of a private nature are not likely

to be revealed by a narcotics dog sniff.  

NARCOTICS DETECTION CANINES—BACKPACKS, COATS AND HANDBAGS

A canine sniff of portable containers belonging to students, such as backpacks, coats

and handbags necessarily involves controlling them so that they are stationary and not

located near students when they are examined.  This is a type of seizure that must  pass

a 4  Amendment reasonableness test.  The California Attorney General has opined thatth

ordering students to exit the classroom and leave their coats and backpacks behind for

inspection by a narcotics detection dog, without reasonable suspicion, is an unlawful

seizure of personal property. 

MINIMIZE PRIVACY EXPECTATIONS

Schools can take steps to lower students’ reasonable expectation of privacy in student

lockers, gym lockers and automobiles parked on school grounds.

< Use Board Policy; Annual Notice,  signs and other forms of communication to

warn students and their parents.

MINIMIZE THE INTRUSIVENESS

< Do not allow dogs to come into direct contact with students.

ESTABLISH AN IMPORTANT REASON TO EXAMINE LOCKERS AND AUTOMOBILES

PARKED ON SCHOOL GROUNDS

< Collect facts which tend to establish a special need for narcotic detection canine

sweeps.  This means document staff observations of student exhibiting physical

signs of drug use or  use student discipline statistics to show an up-tick in drug

related misconduct.
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THE  SAVANNA REDDING SEARCH

Safford Unified School District v. Redding

United States Supreme Court:  June 25, 2009

HOLDING 

The United States Supreme Court held that the search of Savanna Redding’s

underwear for prescription strength Ibuprofen and anti-inflammatory pills called Naproxen,

by an Arizona school district official was unreasonable because there were no facts

indicating that the pills presented a danger to students or that they were presently

concealed on her person or that they were ever concealed in her underwear.   There was

evidence that Savanna may have been in possession of the pills several days before the

search, but that evidence was stale.  There was no evidence that she ever had a large

quantity of thepills and none were found during the search.   

The scope of the search was not reasonably related to the circumstances and was

excessively intrusive.  The nature of the suspicion failed to match the degree of the

intrusion.  A school search will be permissible in its scope when the measures adopted are

reasonably related to the objectives of the search and not excessively intrusive in light of

the age and sex of the student and the nature of the infraction.  In these circumstances the

school officials should not have search beyond Savanna’s outer clothing and belongings. 

FACTS

The Assistant Principal (“AP”) had first become aware of students Savanna Redding

and Marissa Glines through reports from staff members, who had identified Savanna and

Marissa as part of an unusually rowdy group at the school's opening dance in August,

during which alcohol and cigarettes were found in the girls' bathroom.  Also, the AP knew

that student Jordan Romero had earlier advised the principal that he had been at a party

at Savanna's house where alcohol was served.

Around October 1, 2003, student Jordan Romero told the Principal and Assistant

Principal Kerry Wilson that “certain students were bringing drugs and weapons on

campus,” and that he had been sick after taking some pills that “he got from a classmate.”

The written policies of the school district strictly prohibited the nonmedical use,

possession, or sale of any drug on school grounds, including “[a]ny prescription or

over-the-counter drug, except those for which permission to use in school has been

granted pursuant to Board policy.”
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On the morning of October 8, 2003, Jordan handed the AP a white pill and advised

that Marissa Glines had given it to him.  Jordan further advised that students were planning

to take the pills at lunch.

The school nurse advised that the pill was Ibuprofen 400 mg, available only by

prescription.  The AP then called Marissa out of class.  Outside the classroom, Marissa's

teacher handed the AP a day planner, found within Marissa's reach, containing various

contraband items.  Marissa was escorted back to the AP's office.

In the presence of female staff, the AP “requested” Marissa to turn out her pockets

and open her wallet.   When doing so, Marissa produced a blue pill, several white ones,

and a razor blade.  When asked where the blue pill came from, Marissa answered, “I guess

it slipped in when she gave me the IBU 400s.”  When asked whom she meant, Marissa

replied, “Savanna Redding.”  When asked about the day planner and its contents; Marissa

denied knowing anything about them. 

The school nurse did not immediately recognize the blue pill, but information provided

through a poison control hotline indicated that the pill was a 200-mg dose of an

anti-inflammatory drug, generically called Naproxen, available over the counter. 

Marissa was then subjected to a search of her bra and underpants by a female

administrative assistant. The search revealed no additional pills.

Poison control centers across the country maintain 24-hour help hotlines to provide

“immediate access to poison exposure management instructions and information on

potential poisons.”  See the American Association of Poison Control Centers, online at

http://www.aapcc.org/dnn.

The AP did not ask Marissa any follow up questions to determine whether there was

any likelihood that Savana presently had pills; neither asking when Marissa received

the pills from Savanna nor where Savanna might be hiding them.

At this point the AP called Savanna into his office and showed her the day planner,

unzipped and open flat on his desk, in which there were several knives, lighters, a

permanent marker, and a cigarette. 

When Savanna was asked whether the planner was hers, she said it was, but that a

few days before she had lent it to her friend, Marissa Glines.  Savana stated that none of

the items of contraband in the planner belonged to her.

The AP then showed Savanna four white prescription-strength ibuprofen 400-mg pills,

and one over-the-counter blue naproxen 200-mg pill, all used for pain and inflammation. 
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Savanna advised that she knew nothing about the pills.  When pressed Savanna denied

providing the pills to other students and agreed to a search of her belongings.  A secretary

and the AP together searched Savanna's backpack and found nothing.

At that point, Savana was taken to the school nurse's office to search her clothes for

pills.  There Savanna  was directed to remove her jacket, socks, and shoes, leaving her

in stretch pants and a t-shirt (both without pockets), which she was then asked to remove. 

Finally, Savanna was told to pull her bra out and to the side and shake it, and to pull out

the elastic on her underpants, thus exposing her breasts and pelvic area to some degree. 

No pills were found.
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S A M P L E

BOARD POLICY REGARDING

USE OF DRUG DETECTION DOGS

School sites with a “serious drug problem” may use drug detection dogs to sniff

student lockers, gym lockers and student vehicles parked on campus and may do so at any

time and without any particularized suspicion of wrongdoing,  but subject to the regulations

set forth below.  All aspects of a sweep using canines shall be under the direct and

immediate supervision of the Principal or his/her designee.  The Board adopts this policy

with the understanding that the use of drug detection dogs deters students from bringing

drugs to school.

ADMINISTRATIVE REGULATIONS REGARDING

USE OF DRUG DETECTION DOGS

1. Since the School Board is the exclusive owner of all lockers located on school

grounds, even though a particular locker may be assigned to an individual student, that

student’s possessory and privacy interests in the locker are minimal.  Parents and students

shall be advised at least once annually that school lockers may be sniffed by canines

trained to alert to the presence of controlled substances, explosives, flammables or other

contraband.  If the dog alerts on the locker, or if there is any other cause to reasonably

suspect controlled substances, explosives, flammables or other contraband are present

in the locker, then the Principal or his/her designee shall question the pertinent student,

access the locker, and search the contents. 

2. Since the School District provides transportation to its students, driving to school

and parking in the student parking lot is a privilege and in order to avail themselves of this

privilege, students and their parents must agree to allow the Principal or his/her designee

access should there be cause to reasonably suspect controlled substances, explosives,

flammables or other contraband are present in the parked vehicle.  Parents and students

shall be advised at least once annually that student vehicles parked on school grounds

may be sniffed by canines trained to alert to the presence of controlled substances,

explosives, flammables or other contraband.  A sign shall be posted at the parking lot

entrance as well.  If the dog alerts on a student vehicle, or if there is any other cause to

reasonably suspect controlled substances, explosives, flammables or other contraband are

present, then the Principal or his/her designee shall question the pertinent student, acquire

the keys, and access the vehicle. 

3. Canines shall in no case be permitted to sniff students or their coats, clothes,

books, backpacks, purses, belongings nor any object that is affixed to, or carried by, an
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individual student.  Nor may students be required to make such items available to school

officials to be sniffed.  There shall be no students in the area where canines are working. 

Canines shall not be permitted to sniff classrooms.  There shall be no sweeps by canines

during extra-curricular activities.

4. The existence of reasonable suspicion to search a locker or a student vehicle

based on a positive canine alert depends upon the canine’s reliability.  Training records

must demonstrate that the canine has successfully under gone a “single element point

source” training program, is trained to disregard distractions such as food, harmless drugs

or residual scents and that the handler has successfully completed a police narcotic 

detector dog school.  

The standards shall be the equivalent of that required by the Kern County Probation 

Office. Only the handler may determine whether or not the dog has alerted.

5. School officials will arrange the periodic deployment of properly trained and

reliable canines only when at a particular school site there are solid fact based reasons,

which are documented and can be clearly articulated, to conclude that a random and

unannounced sweep will likely result in the discovery of controlled substances, explosives,

flammables or other contraband.

Random sweeps through the student parking lot, the student locker area or the gym

lockers must be done uniformly or by systematic random selection. 

The factual bases for conducting a random sweep shall be documented as well as

whether a systematic selection process is used to conduct the random sweep or whether

it is conducted uniformly.  Also, the canine’s training records and work logs shall be viewed

to verify the canine meets reliability standards.
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